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12958. Jaski (Bart): Medieval Irish genealogies and genetics.


12960. O’Flynn (Eóin): The two Colmáns.
   Argues against the view that a single original Colmán (son of Diarmaid mac Cerballí and founder of Clann Céomaín) was divided into greater and lesser individuals (i.e. Colmán Már and Colmán Boc) by 8th c. genealogists.

12961. Broun (Dauvit): Re-examining aíin in Scotland in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

12962. Ó Muireáil (Nollaig): Two lists of Ó Dubhda chieftains of Úi Fhiaochadh.


12964. Ó Corráin (Donnchadh): St. Patrick and the kings.

12965. Bracken (Damian): The authority of the contemplative in Muirchú's Life of Patrick.

12966. Hayes-Healy (Stephanie): 'Irish pilgrimage': a romantic misconception.

12967. Perros-Walton (Helen): Church reform in Connacht.


12969. Woolf (Alex): The court poet in early Ireland.

12970. Bhreathnach (Edel): The world of medieval Irish learning.


12974. FitzPatrick (Elizabeth): The landscape and settlements of the Uí Dhálalaigh poets of Muinter Bháire.

12975. Cunningham (Bernadette), Gillespie (Raymond): The Uí Dhomhnaill and their books in early sixteenth-century Ireland.
12976. McManus (Damian): *Ave* reversing Eva: miscellanea on Marian devotion in Irish bardic poetry. 

12977. Murray (Kevin): The portrayal of women in medieval Irish religious poetry. 

12978. Ryan (Salvador): ‘Once I heard a story . . . from scripture does it come’: biblical allusions in Irish bardic religious poetry. 

12979. Ó Macháin (Pádraig): Tadhg Ó Ródaigh and his school: aspects of patronage and poetic practice at the close of the bardic era. 

12980. Ó Cróínín (Dáibhí): Dán Áraí, 1654. 